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Lessons of spin and torsion: Reply to ‘‘Consistent coupling to Dirac fields in teleparallelism’’
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In reply to the criticism made by Mielke in the preceding Comment on our recent paper, we once again
explicitly demonstrate the inconsistency of the coupling of a Dirac field to gravitation in the teleparallel
equivalent of general relativity. Moreover, we stress that the mentioned inconsistency is generic forall sources
with spin and is by no means restricted to the Dirac field. In this sense theSL(4,R)-covariant generalization of
the spinor fields in the teleparallel gravity theory is irrelevant to the inconsistency problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of coupling sources of spinning matter to
teleparallel gravitational field is well known; see@1–4#, for
example. This difficulty is naturally related to the fact th
teleparallelism can be consistently treated as the ga
theory of the translation group of spacetime. The correspo
ing dynamical current, for the generators of translations
the energy-momentum. Accordingly, the teleparallelism
perfectly equivalent to the general relativity theory for mat
sources without spin. However, as is well known, the s
current corresponds to the generators of the Lorentz gr
and in this sense it does not formally ‘‘fit’’ into the gaug
approach based on the group of translations. This is diffe
from the more general gauge theory based on the Poin´
symmetry group~semidirect product of translations times th
Lorentz group! in which the energy-momentum and the sp
currents have equal ‘‘rights,’’ and in which they are cons
tently coupled to the curvature and torsion of spacetime.

In our recent paper@5#, we developed a metric-affine ap
proach to teleparallel gravity in which the latter was trea
as a particular case of general metric-affine gravity~MAG!
specified by the geometric constraints of a vanishing cur
ture and nonmetricity. Among other results, this approa
provided an explicit demonstration of the inconsistency
the coupling of matter fields with spin. The author of t
Comment@6# tries to dispute this result. In our reply w
show that their claim is misleading.

II. INCONSISTENCY OF THE SPIN COUPLING

Since this point seems to be a source of constant mis
derstandings in studies of teleparallel gravity, we will clar
the corresponding result by using three different techniqu

A. Tetrad approach

First, let us recall that one can deal with teleparallelism
the purely tetrad framework by taking the coframe comp
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a as the basic field variables@7# and treating the tor-

sion tensorTk
i j 5ha

k (] ihj
a2] jhi

a) as the translational gaug
field strength@2,3#. The action, with a Yang-Mills type of
Lagrangian, is

S5E d4xhS 1

4k
Sk

i j Tk
i j 1LmatD , ~1!

where h5dethi
a and Ski j5 1

4 Tki j1 1
4 (Tik j2Tjki)2 1

2 (gk jTli
l

2gkiTl j
l). The variation of the action with respect to th

tetrad yields the field equation

1

h
] j~hSk

i j !1Sl
miTl

mk2
1

4
dk

i Sl
mnTl

mn5kTk
i . ~2!

The right-hand side is the canonical energy-momentum
matter defined by the variational derivativeTk

i

5hk
ad(hLmat)/(hdha

i).
The inconsistency of the coupling of matter with sp

arises as follows. The tetradhi
a has 16 independent compo

nents and, accordingly, Eq.~2! also has 16 components
However, there is a well-known geometric identity whic
relates the left-hand side to the Einstein tensor:

1

h
] j~hSk

i j !1Sl
miTl

mk2
1

4
dk

i Sl
mnTl

mn[G̃k
i . ~3!

The tilde denotes the purely Riemannian object construc
from the spacetime metricgi j . Since the Einstein tensor i
symmetric,G̃i j 5G̃ji , we immediately discover that the fiel
equation~2! yields the vanishing of the antisymmetric part
the canonical energy-momentum tensor:T[ i j ]50. Using the
Noether conservation law of total angular momentum,
then find that the spin tensortk

i j 52tk
j i must itself be con-

served,¹kt
k
i j 50.

B. MAG approach: First field equation

The same result can be rederived within the framework
the MAG approach. Since that was the subject of our pre
ous paper@5#, we merely state here that thefirst field equa-
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tion ~derived from the variation with respect to the cofram!
reads, for the teleparallel equivalent Lagrangian,

1

2
hamn`R̃mn5kSa . ~4!

Here R̃mn is the two-form of the Riemannian curvature, a
Sa is the three-form of the canonical energy-momentum
matter. It is easy to verify that

q [a`hb]mn[2hab[m`qn] . ~5!

As a result, we straightforwardly see that the antisymme
part of the left-hand side of Eq.~4! vanishes,q [a`hb]mn

`R̃mn52habm`qn`R̃mn[0, in view of the Ricci identity
2R̃m

n`qn5D̃D̃qm50.
Consequently, we again find that the antisymmetric par

the energy-momentum current must vanish,q [a`Sb]50,
and hence the spin two-formtab5tk

abhk should be con-
served:Dtab50.

C. MAG approach: Second field equation

Finally, let us prove the above result by following th
same reasoning as the author of the Comment@6# who ana-
lyzed thesecondfield equation. It reads@see Eq.~4.3! of @6##

Dlab1q [a`Hb]
uu 5tab . ~6!

Since the teleparallelism equivalent translational momen
is given byHa

uu 5(1/,2)hamn`Kmn in terms of the contortion
one-formKmn, we have

q [a`Hb]
uu [2

1

,2
Dhab . ~7!

Indeed, using the identity~5!, we find q [a`hb]mn`Kmn

52habm`qn`Kmn52habm`Tm. Then the above resul
is easily found with the help of the general formulas~3.8.5!
of @8# which give the covariant derivatives of theh-forms.
Substituting Eq.~7! into Eq. ~6! and subsequently taking th
covariant exterior derivative, we obtainDtab50, since
DD(lab2hab /,2)50 in view of the teleparallel constrain
requiring the vanishing of the total curvature.

Thus, Eq.~4.6! of the Comment@6# is totally misleading
in the sense that a clear zero is ‘‘hidden’’ in the second te
on the left-hand side.

III. MAKING SPIN COUPLING CONSISTENT

We have demonstrated above that the gravitational c
pling of spin is generically inconsistent in teleparal
equivalent gravity. How can one cure this situation? T
source of the difficulty is clear: the left-hand side~geometric
one! of the gravitational field equation is symmetric, where
the right-hand side~source! is asymmetric for matter with
spin. Correspondingly, one can proceed in one of two wa
~i! introduce a different coupling rule so that the energ
momentum becomes symmetric, or~ii ! change the dynamica
12850
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scheme so that the geometric left-hand side also beco
asymmetric.

A. Alternative coupling prescription: Einstein’s theory

In @4#, and more recently in@9# ~see also the earlier dis
cussion in@1#!, it was noticed that if the coupling Lagrangia
of a spinor field contains not the Weitzenbo¨ck connection of
teleparallelism but the usual Riemannian connection, t
the coupling inconsistency disappears. In this case, Eq.~4! is
replaced by

1

2
hamn`R̃mn5ksa . ~8!

The three-formsa on the right-hand side is the so-calle
Belinfante-Rosenfeld energy-momentum. It is symmet
q [a`sb]50. Consequently, there is no coupling incons
tency. The teleparallel gravity with such a coupling prescr
tion becomes indistinguishable from Einstein’s general re
tivity theory.

B. From translations to Poincarégroup:
Einstein-Cartan theory

An alternative procedure is to include the spin, togeth
with the energy-momentum current, as a dynamical sourc
equal right for the gravitational field. This naturally leads
the gauge theory based on the Poincare´ symmetry group with
the generators of translations related to the canonical ene
momentumSa , and the generators of the Lorentz group r
lated to spintab . Such an extension of the dynamical co
tent yields an extension of the spacetime geometry to
Riemann-Cartan case with nontrivial curvatureRa

b and tor-
sion Ta two-forms. The extended Einstein-Hilbert Lagran
ian then yields the Einstein-Cartan field equations

1

2
hamn`Rmn5kSa , ~9!

1

2
habm`Tm5ktab . ~10!

This system is completely consistent in the sense that
antisymmetric part of Eq.~9!, combined with the second
equation~10!, yields the Noether identityDtab1q [a`Sb]
50.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the recent Comment on our paper@6#, it was claimed
that the spinor field couples consistently to the telepara
gravitational field. However, this is incorrect and we ha
presented at least three direct demonstrations of the inco
tency of the spin coupling in the teleparallel equivalent gra
ity model.

~1! In simple terms, the mentioned inconsistency aris
from the fact that the left-hand side of the teleparallel gra
tational field equation is symmetric,whereas the right-ha
side is represented by the canonical energy-moment
2-2
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which is nonsymmetric for matter with spin.
~2! The inconsistency isgeneric, i.e., it is not specific for

the Dirac spinor field, but rather concerns all sources w
spin. In this sense, the remark of@6# about the necessity o
considering more generalSL(4,R)-covariant multispinors is
irrelevant. The spin coupling inconsistency will be prese
for such matter as well.

~3! The well-known fact that the teleparallel equivale
Lagrangian differs from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian by
total derivative@8,10# is also irrelevant for the demonstratio
of the coupling inconsistency. Neither in our original pap
@5# nor in the derivations above did we ever need or use
fact.
e

e

12850
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We have shown that, contrary to the erroneous statem
of @6#, the coupling of spin can be made consistent o
either by a change of the coupling prescription~thereby for-
mally obtaining a description equivalent to general relativi!
or by a change of the dynamical scheme~thus arriving at the
Einstein-Cartan gravity theory!.
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